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European type cylinder Favour (key + thumbturn on the inside). When the key is turned, the edge and the pawl move; when the 
door handle is pushed, the latch moves.

3 small patented keys
1 locking point
1 security class
Made in Finland, cylinder- in China.
Warranty – 1 year 

     ABLOY 4262

One deadbolt and latch lock. The deadbolt of the lock is layered, of reinforced construction, with a hard metal plate. Fire 
resistance EI30. High-security ABLOY rotating detainer disc cylinder CY 013 D (Disklock PRO). Key + thumbturn on the inside. 
Higher security with a protective hard metal plate. Rotating protector made of hardened steel.

3 small patented keys
1 locking point
3 security class
Made in Finland 
Warranty – 2 years 

     ABLOY LC 200

 Lock case covered by a protective hard metal plate, resistant to drilling. One deadbolt and latch lock. The deadbolt of the lock is 
layered, of reinforced construction, with a hard metal plate. Fire resistance EI120. High-security ABLOY rotating detainer disc
cylinder CY 013 D (Disklock PRO). Key + thumbturn on the inside. Higher security with a protective hard metal plate. Rotating 
protector made of hardened steel.

3 small patented keys
1 locking point
5 security class
Made in Finland 
Warranty – 2 years 

     ABLOY LC 210

Controllable solenoid lock. This lock is used for entrance door of private houses, internal doors of offices, and entrance control systems. 
The locks can be installed with any access control - e-keys, keypad, biometric control, cards, etc. The lock is suitable for fire resistant 
doors as the exit is always free. From the outside the door can be opened by pushing the handle (after activating it electronically) or 
unlocking with a key. From the inside the door opens just by pushing the handle (the exit is always free). The lock comes with a cylinder 
CY013D (Disklock PRO) and hardened steel cylinder protector. Key + thumbturn on the inside. The cylinder is protected by a rotating 
hard metal protector. The cylinder has no springs, pins, shifts, magnets or rods, therefore it is especially resistant to acids, freezing and 
dirt. Unique rotating detainer disc  cylinder construction protects from unlocking with a passkey or other methods. The keys are 
patented and duplicates are made only upon submitting a card to authorized ABLOY representatives. 

3 small patented keys
1 locking point
3 security class
Made in Finland 
Warranty – 1 year 

     ABLOY EL 580
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Controllable solenoid lock. This lock is used for entrance door of private houses, internal doors of offices, and entrance control 
systems. The locks can be installed with any access control - e-keys, keypad, biometric control, cards, etc. Suitable for fire 
resistant doors, has a connection to fire alarm (in case of fire, the lock is automatically unlocked).  The door can be opened by 
pushing the handle (after activating it electronically) or unlocking with a key. The lock comes with a rotating detainer disc
cylinder CY013D (Disklock PRO) and hardened steel cylinder protector. Key + thumbturn on the inside. The cylinder is 
protected by a rotating hard metal protector. The cylinder has no springs, pins, shifts, magnets or rods, therefore it is especially 
resistant to acids, freezing and dirt. Unique rotating detainer disc cylinder construction protects from unlocking with a passkey 
or other methods. The keys are patented and duplicates are made only upon submitting a card to authorized ABLOY 
representatives.

3 small patented keys
1 locking point
3 security class
Made in Finland 
Warranty – 1 year

     ABLOY EL 582

It is the main and secondary lock in one case. It consists of two locks: safe-type and cylinder type. The lower lock is armoured, 
with 8 lever mechanism, which allow up to 100,000 different key combinations. It has a reinforced layered deadbolt with 
protection from cutting. The key can be withdrawn only when the lock is completely locked or unlocked. The latch is controlled 
by handles. Upper lock comes with a cylinder CY013D (Disklock PRO) and hardened steel cylinder protector. Key + thumbturn 
on the inside. The cylinder is protected by a rotating hard metal protector. The cylinder has no springs, pins, shifts, magnets or 
rods, therefore it is especially resistant to acids, freezing and dirt. Unique rotating detainer disc cylinder construction protects 
from unlocking with a passkey or other methods. The keys are patented and duplicates are made only upon submitting a card to 
authorized ABLOY representatives. Fire resistance is EI60. 

3 small patented keys + 3 double- bitted keys
1 locking point
5 security class
Made in Finland 
Warranty – 2 years

ABLOY 451 SCE/ CY 013D

Reinforced lock case. One deadbolt and latch lock. The deadbolt is made of three-layer special metal. Two-sided 
round reinforced cylinder ASSA 612 (key + key and additional thumturn on the inside). The cylinder cannot be 
disassembled without the key. Safe and convenient lock. When the fixator on the front plate of the lock is pushed 
and the lock is locked by a key, the thumturn is blocked. In this case the lock cannot be unlocked without a key 
even from the inside. When the lock is unlocked by a key, the thumturn ‘s function is automatically restored. 
Resistant to drilling, acid, and cutting. Yellow finish available.

3 small keys
1 locking point
5 security class
Made in Sweden 
Warranty – 5 years

     ASSA 2000/612
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Reinforced lock case. One deadbolt and latch lock. The deadbolt is made of three-layer special metal. Two-sided 
round reinforced cylinder ASSA 5712 MAX (patented keys, key + key and additional thumturn on the inside). The 
cylinder cannot be disassembled without the key. Safe and convenient lock. When the fixator on the front plate of 
the lock is pushed and the lock is locked by a key, the thumturn is blocked. In this case the lock cannot be unlocked 
without a key even from the inside. When the lock is unlocked by a key, the thumturn ‘s function is automatically 
restored. Resistant to drilling, acid, and cutting. Yellow finish available.

5 small patented keys
1 locking point
5 security class
Made in Sweden 
Warranty – 5 years

ASSA 2000/5712MAX

EVOLUTION series lock. Reinforced lock case. One deadbolt and latch lock. Hook-shaped deadbolt (withstands the force of 2 
tons) is made of three-layer special metal and is blocked in case of burglary. Self-regulating latch of a special shape (rounded 
corners) adjusts to the door frame. Protective plate protects the lock against drilling. Two-sided round reinforced cylinder 
ASSA 612 (key + key and additional thumturn on the inside). The cylinder cannot be disassembled without the key. Higher 
security with the thumbturn blocking mechanism. When the fixator on the front plate of the lock is pushed and the lock is 
locked by a key, the thumbturn is blocked. Then the lock cannot be unlocked without a key even from the inside. When the lock 
is unlocked by a key, the thumbturn‘s function is automatically restored. Resistant to drilling, acid, and cutting. Yellow finish 
available.

3 small keys
1 locking point
5 security class
Made in Sweden 
Warranty – 5 years

     ASSA 2002/612 

EVOLUTION series lock. Reinforced lock case. One deadbolt and latch lock. Hook-shaped deadbolt (withstands the force of 2 
tons) is made of three-layer special metal and is blocked in case of burglary. Self-regulating latch of a special shape (rounded 
corners) adjusts to the door frame. Protective plate protects the lock against drilling. Two-sided round reinforced cylinder 
ASSA 5712 MAX (patented keys, key + key and additional thumturn on the inside). The cylinder cannot be disassembled 
without the key. Higher security with the thumbturn blocking mechanism. When the fixator on the front plate of the lock is 
pushed and the lock is locked by a key, the thumbturn is blocked. Then the lock cannot be unlocked without a key even from the 
inside. When the lock is unlocked by a key, the thumbturn‘s function is automatically restored. Resistant to drilling, acid, and 
cutting. Yellow finish available.

5 small patented keys
1 locking point
5 security class
Made in Sweden 
Warranty – 5 years

ASSA 2002/5712 MAX
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Evolution series lock. Reinforced lock case. One deadbolt and latch lock. Hook-shaped deadbolt (withstands the force of 2 tons) is 
made of three-layer special metal and is blocked in case of burglary. Due to free movement around its axis, the latch of a new 
construction has longer service life and allows smoother closing of the door. The key or thumbturn controls the deadbolt, the 
handles control only the latch. One-sided round reinforced cylinder 611 (key + thumbturn). Resistant to drilling, acid, and 
cutting. 

3 small keys
1 locking direction
3 security class
Made in Sweden 
Warranty – 5 years

     ASSA 310/611

Evolution series lock. Reinforced lock case. One deadbolt and latch lock. Hook-shaped deadbolt (withstands the force of 2 tons) is 
made of three-layer special metal and is blocked in case of burglary. Due to free movement around its axis, the latch of a new 
construction has longer service life and allows smoother closing of the door. The key or twister controls the deadbolt, the handles 
control only the latch. One Two-sided round reinforced cylinder ASSA 5712 MAX (key + thumbturn). Resistant to drilling, acid, 
and cutting.

5 small patented keys
1 locking point
3 security class
Produced in Sweden 
Warranty – 5 years

ASSA 310/5712 MAX

Reinforced deadbolt and latch. Can be locked by a key or thumbturn. When the key or thumbturn is turned at a 90º 
angle, the deadbolt moves; when the handle is pushed, only the latch moves. Oval one-sided cylinder 601 (key + 
thumturn on the inside). Resistant to drilling, acid, and cutting. Yellow finish available. 

3 or 5 small  keys
1 locking direction
2 security class
Made in Sweden 
Warranty – 5 years

   ASSA 565/601

Reinforced deadbolt and latch. Can be locked by a key or thumbturn. When the key or thumbturn is turned at a 90º 
angle, the deadbolt moves; when the handle is pushed, only the latch moves. Oval one-sided cylinder ASSA 5712 MAX 
(key + thumbturn). Resistant to drilling, acid, and cutting.

5 small patented keys
1 locking point
2 security class
Made in Sweden 
Warranty – 5 years

ASSA 565/5711 MAX 
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Slam lock. Reinforced deadbolt and latch. Oval one-sided cylinder 701 (key + thumbturn on the inside). When the key or 
thumbturn is turned at a 90º angle, both latches move; when the handle is pushed, only the bottom latch moves. The fixator at the 
front plate of the lock regulates the upper latch. When the fixator is pushed down, the door locks automatically (the upper latch 
fixates automatically when the door is shut); when it is pushed up, the lock has to be locked by a key (the upper pawl does not 
fixate).

3 small  keys
1 locking direction
2 security class
Made in Sweden 
Warranty – 5 years

     ASSA 560/601

 

Electronic lock; simple and convenient to use. The lock can be unlocked both by a key and a remote control. A small remote 
control controls the lock from a distance (similar to locking and unlocking a car with a remote control). The lock can operate in 
five different security modes that are selected by pushing the remote control buttons. Batteries are inserted into the remote control 
and the lock. The distance of the remote control operating is 5-10 m. The lock Elva was created for private houses but due to its 
wide functional possibilities it can be used for various doors. ASSA MAX cylinder, hook-shaped latch. Resistant to drilling, acid, 
and cutting.

5 small patented keys + 3 remote controls
1 locking point
3 security class
Made in Sweden 
Warranty – 5 years

ASSA ELVA

Reinforced deadbolt and latch. Can be locked by a key or thumbturn. When the key or thumbturn is turned at a 90º 
angle, the deadbolt moves; when the handle is pushed, only the latch moves. Oval two-sided cylinder 601 (key + key). 
Resistant to drilling, acid, and cutting. Yellow finish available.

5 small keys
1 locking point
2 security class
Made in Sweden 
Warranty – 5 years

  ASSA 565/602
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One deadbolt and roller type latch lock. Locked by a key or thumbturn. When the key or thumbturn is turned at a 90º angle, the 
latch and the deadbolt move. Oval one-sided cylinder 601 (key + thumbturn on the inside). Used for the doors, where quick 
access is necessary.

3 small  keys
1 locking point
2 security class
Made in Sweden 
Warranty – 5 years

    ASSA 566/601 

Solenoid lock suitable for entrance doors where quick access as well as security and protection from strangers is necessary.  A 
latch with double operation function. The double operation latch allows opening the door from inside with a handle.  Operation: 
if the lock is locked, it cannot be opened with the handle. According to the selected operation function (lock/unlock upon voltage 
input), under short-circuit or if the power is cut, the solenoid reacts and the door can be unlocked with a handle. The door can 
always be opened with a key or thumbturn, even if there is no power.
Oval one-side cylinder (key + thumbturn on the inside).   

3 small  keys
1 locking point
Produced in Sweden 
Warranty – 5 years

    ASSA 884-50/601

Armoured, recodeable, with a drilling resistant plate. 6 lever mechanism. Locked by a key from both sides. The mechanism can 
be changed many time without professional aid. If the keys are lost, there is no need to replace the lock; it is enough to purchase 
a new set of keys. Resistant to drilling, acid, cutting, and passkey.

5 large keys and a mechanism presented in a box + construction key 
6 locking points
3 security class
Made in Italy
Warranty – 1,5  years

ATRA 7112/7111 

Cylinder, armoured lock. Locked by a key from both sides. Can be customized with a drilling resistant CISA plate. Yellow finish 
available. 

5 small  keys
6 locking points
5 security class
Produced in Italy
Warranty – 3  years

  CISA 56535
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Armoured lock with a lever mechanism. Locked by a key from both sides. Locks in three directions. Yellow finish available.
5 large keys
6 locking points
5 security class
Made in Italy
Warranty – 3  years

CISA 57535

Armoured, recodeable lock with a lever mechanism. Locks in three directions. Locked by a key from both sides. 
If the keys are lost, there is no need to replace the lock; it is enough to purchase a new set of keys. The lock can be recoded many 
times without professional aid. 
Yellow finish available.

5 packed large keys + construction key
6 locking points
5 security class
Made in Italy
Warranty – 3  years

CISA 57685

Armoured cylinder lock. Top security class lock with an especially safe ISEO R6 cylinder. Locks in three directions. Comes 
with the handles.    

4 small keys
7 locking points
6 security class
Made in Italy
Warranty – 3  years

FIAM 672 GF cyl. ISEO R6

Armoured cylinder lock. Top security class lock with an especially safe ISEO R7 cylinder. The ISEO cylinder is drilling 
resistant; moreover, the lock has additional cylinder protection from knocking it out. Carried out tests indicate that regardless 
of the force (16kN or 25kN ) imposed on the cylinder, it cannot be knocked out, as the screw blocks the cylinder inside the lock. 
Locks in three directions. Comes with the handles. 

5 small keys
7 locking points
6 security class
Made in Italy
Warranty – 3  years

FIAM 672 GF, cyl. ISEO R7
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Codeable, without a handle. Used in apartment building entrances. The lock deadbolt is unlocked from the outside 
by simultaneously pressing a combination of three buttons; and from the inside - pulling the latch.

Without keys
1 locking point
1 security class
Made in Russia
Warranty – 14 days

METTEM

Armoured lock with 6 lever mechanism. Locks in three directions. Locked by a key from both sides.

3 large keys
3 locking points
3 security class
Made in Italy
Warranty – 1,5 year

     MOTTURA 

Armoured lock with 6 lever mechanism. Locks in three directions. This lock has a unique patented MOTTURA security system 
ANTIDECO 1. The system protects against key selection (unlocking by a passkey). Locked by a key from both sides. Yellow 
finish available.

5 rather large keys
6 locking points
7 security class
Made in Italy
Warranty – 3 years

MOTTURA 52771

Armoured cylinder lock. Original CHAMPIONS cylinder with the protection DEFENDER.  Higher security lock. The lock has 
a unique patented MOTTURA security system against knocking or pulling out the cylinder. If  the cylinder is broken and 
pulled out while the lock is locked, the lock blocks up and cannot be unlocked. Locks in three directions. 

5 small patented keys 
6 locking points
7 security class
Made in Italy
Warranty – 3 years

MOTTURA 85771
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Armoured lock with a lever mechanism. The lock model with a replaceable core intended for maximum security. It is 
recommended to install this lock when there is a possibility of losing the keys, the keys are used by many people, or the premises 
are leased. If the keys are lost, there is no need to replace the lock; it is enough to purchase a new set of keys. The mechanism 
can be replaced many times without professional aid. 

5 large keys, presented packed + construction key 
6 locking points
7 security class
Made in Italy
Warranty – 3 years

MOTTURA 52N871

It is state-of-the-art technologies security solution for prestigious entrance doors. It is an electric lock with three locking 
directions and controlled by a remote control (comes with three remote controls). When the lock/unlock button of the remote 
control is pressed, an electric motor is activated, which unlocks or locks the door by strong pins. The lock can be programmed 
so that the access of each remote control was effective according to a required schedule and would open the door only at 
certain time. MOTRONIC locks can be joined into a system, where several locks would be controlled by the same remote 
control. The locks come with a display indicating all necessary information. 
It is recommended to install the lock with the CHAMPIONS cylinder and DEFENDER protection (not included in the 
programme price). In addition, other lock control equipment can be selected: codeable keyboard or scanner (controlled by a 
remote key or card). Biometric (fingerprint, eye iris scanning) control equipment can be connected. Can be used as a main 
lock only. 

3 remote controls.
6 locking points
Made in Italy
Warranty – 3 years

MOTTURA MOTRONIC

Armoured cylinder lock. Locks in three directions by four key turns. The gear mechanism is easily locked and works silently. 
Comes with patented keys 1+3+1. The duplicates are made only upon submitting the key card. The cylinder has hardened steel 
protection against drilling and is protected against unlocking by a passkey. 
Can be the main (code 10328) or the additional (code 0328) lock.

1+3+1 small keys 
6 locking points
6 security class 
Made in Israel
Warranty – 3 years

Mul-T-Lock CFMA
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Cylinder lock. Lock case Nemef (made in Holland). The security of Mul-T-Lock locks and cylinders is ensured by a unique 
telescopic pin tumbler mechanism with internal and external pins. Steel inserts of the cylinder ensure drilling resistance. These 
characteristics improve security and Mul-T-Lock cylinder becomes resistant to hammering and drilling for exclusive security. 
Highest level cylinder protection. The patented Alpha spring works regardless of the cylinder pins. The cylinder is protected 
from drilling and unlocking by a passkey. 

3 patented keys
1 locking point
4 security class
Made in Israel
Warranty – 3 years

Mult-t-lock (Assa type) MT5 
cilindras

Cylinder lock. Lock case Nemef (made in Holland). 
The security of Mul-T-Lock locks and cylinders is ensured by a unique telescopic pin tumbler mechanism with internal and 
external pins. Steel inserts of the cylinder ensure drilling resistance. These characteristics improve security and Mul-T-Lock 
cylinder becomes resistant to hammering and drilling for exclusive security. 
Ideal economical solution when top security is not required. 

3 patented small keys
1 locking point
4 security class
Made in Israel
Warranty – 3 years

Mult-t-lock Integr. Cylindr.

Cylinder lock. Lock case Nemef (made in Holland). The security of Mul-T-Lock locks and cylinders is ensured by a unique 
telescopic pin tumbler mechanism with internal and external pins. Steel inserts of the cylinder ensure drilling resistance. 
These characteristics improve the security and Mul-T-Lock cylinder becomes resistant to hammering and drilling for 
exclusive security. 
Highest level cylinder protection. Patented key with a moving element. The cylinder is protected against drilling and 
unlocking by a passkey. The user can change the lock code by himself, if the key was lost: the user inserts and turns the next 
key from the sequence of three keys; the insertion of the new key eliminates the code of the previous key. 
Pack 1: cylinder and 3 green keys
Pack 2: yellow key for the first recoding of the cylinder
Pack 3: red key for the second recoding of the cylinder 

3 +1+1 patented small keys
1 locking point
4 security class
Made in Israel
Warranty – 3 years

Mult-t-lock  Interact. cylind.
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Cylinder lock. Lock case Nemef (made in Holland). The front plate of the lock case is made of stainless steel, thus it does 
not rust or oxidize and retains good appearance for a long time. The lock deadbolt is made of hardened steel, which 
ensures better protection against cutting. The rubber inside the lock reduces the noise caused by the latch.  The handle 
fixing is reinforced, thus the handle remains level. EVVA EPS is a six-pin locking system with a patented complicated 
double key profile. In order to unlock the cylinder, the bottom and side indentations of the key must match, otherwise the 
cylinder is blocked in three points (when locking by a full turn of 360 degrees of a key). EVVA EPS cylinder has the 
following protection: double protection against drilling, unlocking by a passkey, unlocking by an electric manipulator, 
unlocking by bumping, key selection and scanning; and the side blocking mechanism, which ensures profile control and 
additionally protects against unlocking by a passkey, unlocking by bumping, key selection, pulling out the core of the 
cylinder and blocks the cylinder in three points when turned by 360 degrees.

3 patented small keys
1 locking point
2 security class
Lock case made in Holland, cylinder- Austria
Warranty – 5 years

Nemef 381/38 EVVA EPS

The case was described above in the description of EVVA EPS. Qualities of cylinders EVVA 3KS: 
- unique system of three lines with a two-sided key, which locks the cylinder by both sides (like car keys); - 30 billion (300 000 
000 000 000) of possible key combinations; - 100% protection against unlocking by a passkey and vibrator (the cylinder has a 
unique 12-pin system without springs); - drilling resistant (specially processed rods of hardened steel, special pins and  alloys 
of the same steel);  - protection against pulling out and turning around; - wear resistant – each pin covered in PTFE; - dust 
and cold resistant; - key profiles protected by European and USA patents; - a duplicate of a key can be made only upon 
submitting the key and the ID card. It prevents possible illegal duplicates of the keys; - the cylinder and the keys are delivered 
in sealed packages, which ensures their safe delivery to the end user.

5 small patented keys, the key locks the cylinder by both sides
1 locking point
4 security class
Lock case made in Holland, cylinder- Austria
Warranty – 5 years

Nemef 381/38 EVVA 
3KS
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The case was described above in the description of EVVA EPS. Qualities of cylinders EVVA  ALS: - Top security lock with non-duplicate keys. A 
duplicate of a key can be made only in the EVVA plant in Austria. - it is the optimum constitution cylinder of high security, as:  - has a patented six-
pin system EVVA ALS;  - has a hard metal plate connected to two hard metal rods – additional;  - has four mushroom-shaped pins – protection 
against passkeys; - has two hard metal pins – protection against passkeys. 
has a patented system and key profile protected against making illegal duplicates; 
has a two-sided key profile – protection against unlocking by a passkey and selecting another key; 
the key is made of nickel and silver alloy, which characteristics are best combined with internal components of the cylinder, 
thus ensuring long service life.  

5 small patented keys
1 locking point
3 security class
Lock case made in Holland, cylinder- Austria
Warranty – 5 years

Nemef 381/38
EVVA ALS

Oval S-PRO cylinder protected against unlocking by a passkey and drilling. Cylinder: key + thumbturn on the inside. 
Comes with 1+5 dimple keys: 5 keys in a sealed package and one additional “initial” key. This “initial” key can be used on 
the lock before the main keys are used. After the lock is locked by the main keys, the “initial” key will neither lock, nor 
unlock.

1+5 small keys
1 locking point
2 security class
Lock case made in Holland, cylinder- China
Warranty – 1,5 years

NEMEF 381/03/S-PRO/K27 

The TANDEM consists of: 
The main lock Nemeff 381 with cylinder ISEO R6; 
The upper lock FIAM 672 GF with cylinder R6. 

Keys 1+4, generic. One key is suitable only for the main lock, the other four - for both locks.

Tandem
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It is biometric lock control device that scans a fingerprint. Up to 99 fingerprints can be programmed. Can be connected to 
electrical Abloy, ASSA, Cisa, Mottura locks.

Made in Austria
Warranty - 2 years

E-key

Yale TRIO traffic lights (3+1+1 keys). Scandinavian type. From the outside a key is used and from the inside – the 
thumbturn. After the cylinder is installed, 3 keys marked with green dots are used. After the key marked in yellow is used, 
the green keys will stop working. After the red key is used, green and yellow keys will stop working. 

3+1+1 small keys
1 locking point
Made in EU
Warranty – 1 year

YALE Trio 

Assa- Abloy group lock with a three layer deadbolt and an oval cylinder Yale. Key + thumbturn.
3 small keys
1 locking point
Made in EU
Warranty – 1, 5 years

YALE 


